Abstract. In this paper, we study module theoretic definitions of the Baer and related ring concepts. We say a module is s.Baer if the right annihilator of a nonempty subset of the module is generated by an idempotent in the ring. We show that s.Baer modules satisfy a number of closure properties. Under certain conditions, a torsion theory is established for the s.Baer modules, and we provide examples of s.Baer torsion modules and modules with a nonzero s.Baer radical. The other principal interest of this paper is to provide explicit connections between s.Baer modules and projective modules. Among other results, we show that every s.Baer module is an essential extension of a projective module. Additionally, we prove, with limited and natural assumptions, that in a generalized triangular matrix ring every s.Baer submodule of the ring is projective. As an application, we show that every prime ring with a minimal right ideal has the strong summand intersection property. Numerous examples are provided to illustrate, motivate, and delimit the theory.
Introduction
A Baer ring is a ring in which the right annihilator of an arbitrary nonempty subset is generated by an idempotent. A more general notion of a Baer ring is that of a right Rickart ring where the right annihilator of an arbitrary element is generated by an idempotent. A ring is right Rickart if and only if every principal right ideal is projective. Hence these rings are often referred to as right p.p. rings. Baer and Rickart rings have a long history dating back to the 1940s with roots in functional analysis. For more on these topics see [Ber] , [BPR13] , [End60] , [Goo80] , [Hat60] , [Kap68] , and [Ric46] .
In 1972, Evans defined the p.p. condition in the module setting [Eva72] . He called a module a c.p. module if every cyclic submodule is projective. In 2004, Lee and Zhou [LZ04] also looked at this same condition for modules but under a different name, p.p. modules. More recently in 2011, the Rickart condition was studied further in the module theoretic setting by Liu and Chen [LC12] . Aside from looking at p.p. modules, Lee and Zhou introduced a notion of Baer modules. For them, a module M R is called Baer if, for any nonempty subset S in M , r R (S) = eR where e = e 2 ∈ R (also see [Kap53] ). Also, in 2004, Rizvi and Roman studied the Baer ring concept in the module theoretic setting with respect to the endomorphism ring in contrast to [Eva72] and [LZ04] . Consider a right R-module M and let S = End R (M ). For [RR04] , M is a Baer module if the right annihilator in M of any left ideal of S is generated by an idempotent of S.
The notions of a Baer and Rickart module that we shall consider in this paper are exactly the definitions used by Evans, Lee and Zhou, and Liu and Chen. Thus, a module M R is called s.Rickart if, for any m ∈ M R , r R (m) = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R. A module M R is called s.Baer if, for any nonempty subset S of M , r R (S) = eR for e = e 2 ∈ R. To contrast, we denote the Baer module concept of [RR04] by e.Baer. Note that when M R = R R all the aforementioned notions of a Baer module coincide.
In Section 1, we investigate a number of closure properties for s.Baer modules: submodules, direct sums, direct products, and module extensions. When R has the SSIP or is orthogonally finite, the classes of s.Baer and s.Rickart modules coincide and are closed under direct products. We determine conditions on (s.Baer) s.Rickart modules which ensure that R has the (S)SIP. For a simple module M , M is nonsingular ⇐⇒ projective ⇐⇒ s.Rickart ⇐⇒ s.Baer. Then we characterize the primitive rings which have a faithful simple s.Baer module. Surprisingly, we prove that a right primitive ring with nonzero socle has the SSIP. If M is s.Baer, we show when Hom(M, −) and Hom(−, M ) are s.Baer. A ring R is semisimple Artinian if and only if every R-module is s.Baer. Finally, we discuss conditions on R such that all nonsingular modules are s.Baer.
In Section 2, we begin exploring connections with projectivity. In particular, every s.Rickart module is an essential extension of a projective module (Theorem 2.1). For the main result of the section, we determine a class of generalized triangular matrix rings which have a largest s.Rickart submodule. We also characterize when the s.Rickart submodules of a 2-by-2 upper triangular matrix ring over a domain are projective.
Developing a torsion theory for the class of s.Baer modules forms the basis of Section 3. The class of s.Baer modules is a torsion-free class if and only if it is closed under direct products. We show, in general, the s.Baer torsion theory is stable but not hereditary and we provide instances when it is hereditary. Our results culminate in the following statement: If R is a semiprime ring which has the SSIP or is orthogonally finite, then every projective module splits into a direct sum of a s.Baer torsion module and a s.Baer torsion-free module.
This research is a part of Richard L. LeBlanc's Ph.D. thesis written under the supervision of Professor Gary F. Birkenmeier. Throughout this paper, all rings are associative with unity and R denotes such a ring. All modules are unital right R-modules unless otherwise indicated. Mod R ( R Mod) denotes the category of all right (left) R-modules, sB (sR) the class of all s.Baer (s.Rickart) R-modules, and M R ( R M ) a right (left) R-module. Module homomorphisms are written on the opposite side of the scalar. For N ⊆ M , N R ≤ M R , N R ≤ ⊕ M R , and N R ≤ ess M R denote a subset, submodule, direct summand, and an essential submodule of M , respectively. We symbolize fully invariant submodules (ideals of R) by N R M R (I R). The right annihilator in the ring R is written r R (−) and the left annihilator in the module M is written l M (−). T 2 (R) is the ring of upper triangular matrices over R and − is the subring of R generated by −. An idempotent e is right (left) semicentral if, for any x ∈ R, ex = exe (xe = exe). The set of all right (left) semicentral idempotents is S r (R) (S l (R)) and B(R) = S l (R) ∩ S r (R) is the set of central idempotents of R. Z(M ) and Z 2 (M ) signify the singular submodule and the second singular submodule of M . The injective hull is E(M ). A module M R has the (S)SIP if and only if a (arbitrary) finite intersection of direct summands is again a direct summand. The following result from [San67, Proposition 1.2] will be used implicitly throughout this paper: for X, Y ∈ Mod R if X ≤ ess Y , then for all y ∈ Y , y −1 X = {r ∈ R | yr ∈ X} ≤ ess R R . Lastly, undefined notation or terminology can be found in [BLM04] , [BPR13] , [Kap53] , and [Lam99] .
Preliminary Results and Examples
To distinguish the various notions of the Baer module concept we introduce the following terminology.
(i) A module M is s.Baer (scalar Baer) if, for any ∅ = N ⊆ M , we have that r R (N ) = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R. (ii) A module M is e.Baer (endomorphism Baer) if, for any N R ≤ M R , l S (N ) = Se for some e = e 2 ∈ S. (iii) A module M is s.Rickart if, for any n ∈ M , we have that r R (n) = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R. (iv) A module M is e.Rickart if, for all ϕ ∈ S, r M (ϕ) = eM for some e = e 2 ∈ S. Note that r M (ϕ) = r M (Sϕ) = ker(ϕ).
By a Zorn's lemma argument every module contains a submodule maximal with respect to being s.Rickart. Clearly, s.Baer implies s.Rickart, and a s.Rickart module is nonsingular. (i) Let R be a commutative domain. As we will see in Corollary 1.14, every submodule of a free module is s.Baer. However, if R is not Prüfer, then a free module of finite rank > 1 is not e.Baer [RR07, Theorem 3.9].
(ii) A direct computation will show that M Z = Q ⊕ Z p is e.Baer since
(a) If e = ( 1 0 0 0 ), then M = eR = Z Z 0 0 is e.Baer since End R (M ) ≃ Z but not s.Baer since r R (( 2 3 0 0 )) is not generated by an idempotent. Proof. This result follows directly from the definitions.
Lemma 1.5. Let M ∈ Mod R be s.Baer. Then eR ∩ r R (X) is a direct summand of R R for any e = e 2 and ∅ = X ⊆ M .
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, eR∩r R (X) = e·r R (Xe). Since M is s.Baer, r R (Xe) = f R for some f = f 2 ∈ R. Now, e · r R (Xe) ⊆ r R (Xe). Then ef R = e·r R (Xe) ⊆ r R (Xe) = f R. Thus ef = f ef and (ef ) 2 = ef ef = e(ef ) = ef . Hence, eR ∩ r R (X) = ef R is a direct summand of R R . Lemma 1.6. The class of s.Baer (s.Rickart) modules is closed under extensions.
Proof. Let K R ≤ M R and suppose K and M/K are s.Baer. Now, let ∅ = S ⊆ M and S = {s + K | s ∈ S}. Consider r R (S) = {a ∈ R | Sa ⊆ K} = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R. Observe r R (S) ⊆ r R (S), and Se ⊆ K. 
Hence r R (S) = r R (X) = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R, since M is s.Baer. Thus A M α is s.Baer. 
In [RR04, Proposition 2.22], it is shown that a Baer ring has the SSIP. The following example shows there are SIP rings R which are non-SSIP that have a nonzero s.Baer module.
Example 1.9. An infinite direct sum of s.Baer modules is not necessarily s.Baer.
where F is a field and F i = F for all i ∈ I. Note that R is a Rickart ring (hence, R R has the SIP) that is not Baer and I F i is a Baer ring. For any 0 = m ∈ M , we claim that mR is s.Baer. Without loss of generality, mR = E k R for some k ∈ I, where E n = Σ n k=1 e i k and e i k (j) ∈ R is δ i k j for i k , j ≥ 1. Let ∅ = S ⊆ mR and consider SR. Again without loss of generality, SR = E s R where E s is an idempotent and 
Thus N R is not s.Baer. However our next result guarantees that if there is a nonzero s.Baer module M ∈ Mod R , then there exists a nonzero factor of R that has the SSIP. Theorem 1.10. Let M ∈ Mod R be s.Baer. Then: (i) r R (M ) = eR where e ∈ S l (R).
(ii) R/r R (M ) ≃ (1 − e)R as a ring and module where (1 − e) ∈ S r (R) and
(ii) Then T := R/r R (M ) is ring and module isomorphic to (1 − e)R = (1 − e)R(1 − e) since 1 − e ∈ S r (R). We denote an element of T by t.
(iii) It is routine to show M is a faithful T -module. For ∅ = S ⊆ M , we have r R (S) = e s R for e s = e 2 s ∈ R. Now for e s T ⊆ T , Se s T = S(e s R + r R (M )) = Se s R = 0 ⇒ e s T ⊆ r T (S). If 0 = a ∈ r T (S), Sa = S(a + r R (M )) = Sa = 0 implies a ∈ e s R. Hence M is a faithful s.Baer T -module.
(iv) Let {e α } α∈A be an arbitrary family of idempotents of T and let S = since M T is faithful. So r T (M (1−e α )) = e α T . Hence, A e α T = r T (S) = eT for some e = e 2 ∈ T . Therefore T T has the SSIP.
A ring R is Baer if and only if R is right Rickart with the SSIP (see [RR04, Proposition 2.22]). With M = R, this is an illustration of Theorem 1.10 while also providing motivation for the following theorem. Theorem 1.11. For 0 = M ∈ Mod R , consider the following:
(i) M is s.Rickart and R R has the SSIP.
Then r R (s) = e s R where e s = e 2 s for all s ∈ S. So r R (S) = S r R (s) = S e s R = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R since R R has the SSIP. Thus, M is s.Baer.
(
There exists e = e 2 ∈ R such that r R (S) ≤ ess eR. Then e −1 r R (S) ≤ ess R R and se −1 r R (S) = 0 for each s ∈ S. Thus, Z(M ) = {0}, a contradiction. Therefore, r R (S) = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R. Hence, M is s.Baer.
From Example 1.9, we see that (ii) (i), in general. However, if M is faithful, then Theorem 1.10 yields (ii) ⇒ (i).
The following theorem generalizes a well known result of Small [Sma67, Theorem 1] that an orthogonally finite right Rickart ring is Baer. Proof. (⇒) Let ∅ = S ⊆ M and 0 = s ∈ S. Then r R (S) ⊆ r R (s) = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R. The set X := {r R (X) | X ⊆ S, |X| < ∞} is a poset under set inclusion. Note by [LC12, Theorem 2.4], that r R (X) ≤ ⊕ R for each X ∈ X. Since R is orthogonally finite, R has DCC on right direct summands [BPR13, Proposition 1.2.13] hence ∃Y ∈ X such that r R (Y ) is minimal in X and r R (Y ) = cR for some c = c 2 ∈ R. Now observe
(⇐) This implication is clear.
Driven by Proposition 1.8 and Example 1.9, we seek conditions for an arbitrary direct sum or direct product of s.Baer modules to be s.Baer. Theorem 1.13. Let {M α } α∈A be an indexed set of R-modules. Consider the following:
(i) M α is a s.Baer R-module for every α ∈ A.
A M α is s.Rickart. Thus Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 give us that A M α is s.Baer.
Corollary 1.14. For a ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) R is a Baer ring.
(ii) R is a right Rickart ring and every direct product of s.Rickart Rmodules is a s.Rickart R-module. (ii) ⇒ (iii) Since (i) ⇐⇒ (ii), Theorem 1.10 yields that R R has the SSIP. Now this implication follows from Theorem 1.11.
(iii) ⇒ (v) The proof of this implication is clear.
(v) ⇒ (vi) This implication follows from Lemma 1.3 and the fact that every free module is a submodule of some direct product of copies of R.
(vi) ⇒ (vii) This follows easily from the hypothesis.
(viii) ⇒ (i) R is clearly torsionless and thus, by hypothesis, R R is s.Baer. Hence R is Baer. Proposition 1.15. Let R be a ring. If there is a nonzero M ∈ Mod R such that M is s.Baer, then R cannot contain an essential nilpotent ideal.
Proof. Let 0 = S R ≤ M R and let I R such that I R ≤ ess R R , I n = 0, and I n−1 = 0 for some n ∈ N. Let 0 ≤ k ∈ N be maximal with respect to SI k = 0. Then I ⊆ r R (SI k ) = eR where e = e 2 ∈ R, a contradiction. 
Baer submodule that is not faithful and R R has the SSIP by Lemma 2.2. (iii) Here we construct a s.Baer module M over a non-SIP ring R. Let T be a commutative Baer ring that is not semisimple. By Proposition 1.15, T contains no essential nilpotent ideal. Since T is not semisimple, there exists maximal ideal P ⊆ T that is not a direct summand (hence P ≤ ess T ) and P 2 = 0. Now consider R = T /P 2 P/P 2 0 T
. Observe that
is not generated by an idempotent since P ⊕ T . Thus R R does not have the SIP; an example of such an R is
is the nonzero factor of R R with the SSIP guaranteed by Theorem 1.10. (iv) Motivated by Theorem 1.13, we show that if a direct product of a family of s.Baer R-modules is s.Baer then R R need not have the SSIP. Fix a prime p ∈ Z. Let P be the set of all prime numbers in Z,
, and M q = 0 0 0 Z for every q ∈ P. By Proposition 1.7, P M q is s.Baer, but R R does not have the SSIP (see (iii) ). Definition 1.17. M ∈ Mod R is finitely idempotent faithful if, for each nontrivial idempotent e ∈ R (i.e., e = 0 and e = 1), there exists a nonempty finite subset S ⊆ M such that r R (S) ∩ eR = 0.
Examples of finitely idempotent faithful modules include modules M R such that R R ֒→ M . This leads us to a generalization of [LC12, Corollary 2.6]. Theorem 1.18. If M ∈ Mod R is s.Rickart and finitely idempotent faithful, then R R has the SIP.
Proof. Let e, f be nontrivial idempotents in R and consider eR ∩ f R. For 1−e, 1−f ∈ R, there exists nonempty finite subsets S 1 , S 2 in M , respectively, such that r R (S 1 ) ∩ (1 − e)R = 0 and
are finite subsets [LC12, Theorem 2.4]. Let 0 = a ∈ cR and observe that S 1 (1 − e)a = 0 implies (1 − e)a ∈ r R (S 1 (1 − e)) ∩ (1 − e)R. Then (1 − e)a = 0 if and only if a = ea if and only if a ∈ eR. Similarly, S 2 (1 − f )a = 0 implies a ∈ f R. Hence, eR ∩ f R = cR. Corollary 1.19. Let M ∈ Mod R be s.Rickart. Then R R has the SIP if any of the following hold:
(ii) There exists a monomorphism h : I(R) I(R) ֒→ M I(R) where I(R) = {e ∈ R | e = e 2 } .
(iii) For all e = e 2 ∈ R, there exists a nonempty finite S ⊆ M such that r R (S) = eR.
Rickart. Let 0 = e = e 2 ∈ R and consider ι : R ֒→ n i=1 M i . Then r R (ι(1)) = 0 and hence r R (ι(1)) ∩ eR = 0. By Theorem 1.18, R R has the SIP.
(ii) Let e ∈ R be a nontrivial idempotent. Then n = h(e) ∈ M and r I(R) (n) = (1 − e)I(R). Next r I(R) (n) = r R (n) ∩ I(R) = cR ∩ I(R) where c = c 2 ∈ R. Observe c ∈ r R (n) ∩ I(R) and hence c = (1 − e)i ∈ (1 − e)R where i ∈ I(R). Thus cR ⊆ (1−e)R. Since n(1−e) = 0, 1−e ∈ r R (n) = cR. Hence cR = (1 − e)R and so r R (n) ∩ eR = 0. Therefore R R has the SIP by Theorem 1.18.
(iii) Let e, f be idempotents in R and let S be a nonempty finite subset of
Hence, R R has the SIP. Proposition 1.20. Let M ∈ Mod R be semisimple. Consider the following conditions: To further motivate our next result, recall the following: for a ring R with Soc(R R ) = 0, R is right primitive if and only if R is prime. 
Proof. (i)(⇒)
A routine argument will show that Z(R R ) = 0 since Soc(R R ) ≤ ess R R . By assumption, there exists a faithful simple R-module M . For 0 = n ∈ M , M = nR ≃ R/r R (n). If r R (n) = eR for e = e 2 ∈ R, then M ≃ (1 − e)R and (1 − e)R ⊆ Soc(R R ). Thus M is a nonsingular simple module and, hence, is s.Baer by Proposition 1.20. If r R (n) ⊕ R R then r R (n) ≤ ess R R since r R (n) is a maximal right ideal. Now Soc(R R ) ⊆ r R (n). Since M is faithful, r R (n) cannot contain a nonzero ideal contrary to Soc(R R ) = 0. Thus r R (n) ≤ ⊕ R R implies M is s.Rickart. Again Proposition 1.20 yields M is s.Baer.
(⇐) Clearly, R is right primitive. Since M is simple and s.Rickart, M = nR ≃ R/r R (n) for 0 = n ∈ M where r R (n) ≤ ⊕ R R is a maximal right ideal. Thus there is an aR ≤ R R such that aR ⊕ r R (n) = R where aR is a minimal right ideal. Hence Soc(R R ) = 0.
(ii) By (i), there exists a faithful simple s.Baer R-module, and, by Theorem 1.11, R R has the SSIP. Using the argument in (⇒) of (i), we see that every faithful simple R-module is s.Baer. Proof. (i) First we will show r R (S) = r R (h(S)) for ∅ = S ⊆ M . Observe r R (S) ⊆ r R (h(S)). Let a ∈ r R (h(S)) and consider h(S)a = h(Sa) = 0. Then Sa = 0 implies a ∈ r R (S). So r R (S) = r R (h(S)). 
Proof. (i) (⇒) This is clear. (⇐) Let 0 = m ∈ M and consider r R (m) in R.
Since R R is G-extending, there exists an e = e 2 ∈ R such that r R (m) ∩ eR ≤ ess r R (m) and r R (m) ∩ eR ≤ ess eR. Denote X = r R (m) ∩ eR and consider L = e −1 X = {r ∈ R | er ∈ X}. Now, L R ≤ ess R R . Therefore, meL = 0 so me ∈ Z(M ) = {0}. Thus e ∈ r R (m), and r R (m) = eR.
(ii) Combining Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 and part (i), we obtain the result.
Links with Projectivity
From Corollary 1.14, we know that if R is a Baer ring then every projective module is s.Baer. That result and the first result of this section motivate the following question: When is every s.Baer (s.Rickart) module projective? Observe that even for a Baer ring not every s.Baer module is projective (e.g., Q Z is s.Baer, by Proposition 1.22, but Q Z is not projective). This question seems both natural and interesting since in every s.Rickart (hence s.Baer) module all cyclic submodules are projective. In this section, we answer the question when R is a right cononsingular ring. We also determine a class of generalized triangular matrix rings satisfying the condition that every s.Baer (s.Rickart) module is projective.
Theorem 2.1. Every s.Rickart module is an essential extension of a projective module.
Proof. Let M R be a s.Rickart module and let {m γ R} γ∈Γ be the family of all cyclic submodules of M indexed by the set Γ. Consider the family of sets P = {Ω i | i ∈ I} where Ω i ⊆ Γ for all i ∈ I and Ω i m ω R is a direct sum. Observe that P is a nonempty poset ordered by set inclusion. Consider an arbitrary chain C in P where C = {Ω λ | λ ∈ Λ, Λ ⊆ I}. Let Ω = ∪ Λ Ω λ . We will show Ω ∈ P. Suppose Ω m ω r ω = 0, where m ω r ω ∈ m ω R and m ω r ω = 0 for finitely many ω. This finite collection {ω ∈ Ω | m ω r ω = 0} will lie in some Ω λ , but Ω λ ∈ P. Hence all m ω r ω = 0 and thus we have that Ω ∈ P. By Zorn's lemma, there exists a set Ω Υ ⊆ P maximal with respect to Ω Υ m ǫ R being a direct sum. Thus M contains a maximal direct sum of cyclic submodules. Furthermore each cyclic is projective since M is s.Rickart, hence Ω Υ m ǫ R is projective. Let us denote Ω Υ m ǫ R = K and show it is essential in M. Suppose, to the contrary, there is 0 = S R ≤ M R where K ∩ S = 0. Then K ∩ sR = 0 for all s ∈ S. Thus K + sR is a direct sum which contradicts the maximality of Ω Υ .
Thus far we have seen that the SSIP is a useful tool for gauging which modules may be s.Baer. For the remainder of this section and throughout the next, the following lemma will prove to be valuable to us. Recall that in any domain every principal right ideal is projective. However T 2 (Z) is not a right Rickart ring, so not every principal right ideal is projective. Thus it is natural to ask: If C is a domain, which principal right ideals of T 2 (C) are projective? . By the first part of the proof of (ii), anC ⊆ abM , then an = abk for some k ∈ M . Hence a(n − bk) = 0 implies n = bk, a contradiction. Therefore X ⊆ K. Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1.11 yield that all s.Rickart modules are s.Baer.
Corollary 2.4. Let R be as in Theorem 2.3. Assume A is a subring of C, M = C, and C is a domain.
(i) R is a right Rickart ring if and only if R is a Baer ring if and only if
C is a division ring.
(ii) If R is not a right Rickart ring, then every (finitely generated) s. 
Then c is invertible and, thus, C is a division ring.
(ii) The equivalence of the first two statements follow from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1.11. From Theorem 2.3, 0 C 0 C is the largest s.Rickart Rsubmodule contained in R. Moreover, Lemma 1.3 establishes that each of its submodules is also s.Rickart. Now assume that every (finitely generated) s.Rickart submodule of R R is projective. Then all (finitely generated) submodules of 0 0 0 C are projective. Therefore C is right (semi)hereditary.
Conversely, let X R ≤ R R be a (finitely generated) s.Rickart submodule. By Theorem 2.3 (ii),
Clearly, h is an R-homomorphism. Observe that h(X) is isomorphic to a (finitely generated) C-submodule of C and hence h(X) is projective since C is right (semi-)hereditary. Furthermore, if h is injective, we are done. Otherwise, assume c 1 + c 2 = 0, i.e., [Goo76, ] ker(h) is finitely generated hence projective. Now, the short exact sequence 0 → ker(h) → X → h(X) → 0 splits. Therefore, X is projective.
Corollary 2.5. Let C be a commutative domain that is not a field. Then C is a (Prüfer) Dedekind domain if and only if every (finitely generated) s.Rickart submodule of T 2 (C) is projective. (
From the equivalence of (iii) and (v), R R is nonsingular and extending. From [CK80, Theorem 2.1], R R is cononsingular and Baer. Since s.Baer modules are nonsingular, every s.Baer module is projective. By Corollary 1.14, every projective module is s.Baer.
Torsion Theory
From Lemmas 1.3 and 1.6, the class of s.Baer (s.Rickart) modules, sB (sR), is closed under submodules and extensions. Subsequently, under certain conditions (see Theorem 1.13 and Theorem 3.1), sB is closed under direct products, thereby making it a torsion-free class [Ste75, p. 137 ]. Thus it is natural to ask: If sB is a torsion-free class, can we characterize the corresponding s.Baer torsion class? In this section, we address this question. Notation, terminology, and basic results can be found in [Ste75] and [BKN82] .
Theorem 3.1. The class of s.Baer (s.Rickart) modules is a torsion-free class if and only if it is closed under direct products. In particular, if R is orthogonally finite or if R R has the SSIP (e.g., R R is indecomposable), then the class of s.Baer and s.Rickart modules coincide and form a torsion-free class.
Proof. Assume sB (sR) is closed under direct products. From Lemma 1.3 and 1.6 and [Ste75, p. 140], sB (sR) is torsion-free. The converse follows from [Ste75, p. 140] . Now suppose that R is orthogonally finite or R R has the SSIP. By Theorems 1.11 and 1.12, sB = sR. From Theorem 1.13, sB is closed under direct products.
Looking back to Corollary 1.14, we can gain a bit of perspective on sR. In general, this class is not closed under arbitrary products thus preventing it from being a torsion-free class (see [LC12, Theorem 2.9]). Observe that if sR is closed under arbitrary direct products, then sR would be a torsionfree class and many of the results in this section would hold true for it. Alternatively, we could try and view sR as a torsion class since it is closed under direct sums. Unfortunately, undifferentiated from the s.Baer modules, the s.Rickart modules are not closed under homomorphic images. Recalling Example 1.9, we see that the class of s.Baer modules is strictly smaller than the class of s.Rickart modules.
Setting aside sR, let us concentrate further on sB and introduce some terminology and notation. We will denote the torsion theory associated with the class of s.Baer modules (when it exists) as (T β , F β ) where F β = sB and β is its associated idempotent radical. Henceforth when we speak of the s.Baer torsion theory (T β , F β ), we are implicitly assuming the class of s.Baer modules is closed under direct products (see Theorem 3.1). Also recall from [Ste75, p. 141 ] that a hereditary torsion-theory (T , F) is one in which T is closed under submodules (equivalently, F is closed under injective hulls); and (T , F) is stable if T is closed under injective hulls. Example 3.14 (iii) shows that, in general, T β is not hereditary.
A (left) right duo ring R is a ring in which every (left) right ideal of R is a two sided ideal. With a routine argument, one can show that in a right duo ring all idempotents are central. Recall that, in general, the s.Baer property does not pass to essential extensions (Example 3.14 (iii)). (ii) Let m ∈ M − S and let L = m −1 S = {r ∈ R | mr ∈ S}. Since mL R ≤ M R and mL ⊆ S, r R (mL) = cR where c ∈ S l (R) = B(R). Then 0 = mLc = mcL. Since L R ≤ ess R R and Z(M ) = 0, mc = 0. So cR ⊆ r R (m) = r R (mR) ⊆ r R (mL) = cR. Therefore r R (m) = cR, hence M is s.Rickart.
(iii) If R is right duo then all idempotents are central and r R (m) R for all m ∈ M . So this part follows from (ii). Proposition 3.3. Suppose R R has the SSIP or is orthogonally finite. Then if R is right duo or R R is G-extending (e.g., R is a commutative Noetherian ring or R R is nonsingular extending), (T β , F β ) is a hereditary torsion theory.
Proof. Let M ∈ sB and consider E(M ). By Lemma 3.2, E(M ) ∈ sR. Theorem 1.11 or Theorem 1.12 imply E(M ) ∈ sB. Thus, F β is closed under injective hulls, so (T β , F β ) is a hereditary torsion theory.
Proposition 3.4. The s.Baer torsion class T β is closed under essential extensions. Hence, (T β , F β ) is a stable torsion theory.
Proof. Let T ∈ T β and E(T ) = M . By Proposition 1.24, Hom R (M, F ) = 0 for any F ∈ F β . So M ∈ T β . Thus, (T β , F β ) is stable.
Recall from [BMR02] , a module M is FI-extending if every fully-invariant submodule is essential in a direct summand of M . The Goldie torsion theory consists of the stable hereditary torsion class G = {N ∈ Mod R | Z(N ) ≤ ess N }, the hereditary torsion-free class F = {N ∈ Mod R | Z(N ) = 0}, and its associated left exact radical Z 2 [Ste75, pp. 148,158]. Since every s.Baer module is nonsingular, F β is contained in F and G is contained in T β . For an alternate proof of Proposition 3.4 and more on torsion theories associated with the Goldie Torsion Theory, see [Tep69] .
Up to this point, most of our previous results concern F β . The remainder of this paper focuses on T β . Here we give conditions for when a module is a s.Baer torsion module.
Proposition 3.6. Let mR be a nonzero cyclic R-module where r R (m) eR for any nontrivial e = e 2 ∈ R. Then mR ∈ T β .
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, Hom(mR, F ) = 0 for F ∈ F β and let h : mR → F be a nonzero R-homomorphism. We know mR ≃ R/r R (m) and we denote r R (m) = H. Now let ker(h) ≃ K/H ≤ R/H. By the second isomorphism theorem, R/K ≃ R/H K/H ≃ h(mR) ∈ F β . Then r R (1 + K) = K = eR for some e = e 2 ∈ R. By correspondence, H ⊆ K, i.e., r R (m) ⊆ eR contrary to the hypothesis.
Note that in Example 3.14(iii), β(R R ) = ( 1 0 0 0 ) R but r R (( 1 0 0 0 )) = ( 0 0 0 1 ) R. Thus the converse of Proposition 3.6 is false. Proof. (i) This is immediate from Propositions 3.6 and 1.22.
(ii) Assume there is a nonzero y ∈ R such that yR ∩ r R (m) =0 mR = 0. Then for all 0 = r ∈ R, yr = 0 (otherwise y ∈ r R (m) =0 mR) and r R (yr) = 0. Contrary to our hypothesis, yR is s.Baer by Proposition 1.22. Thus, r R (m) =0 mR ≤ ess β(M ). Definition 3.9. Let M ∈ Mod R . The s.Baer (s.Rickart) core of M, C sB (M ) (C sR (M )), is the nonempty subset {s ∈ M | sR ∈ sB (sR)}.
Corollary 3.12. If R is semicentral reduced (e.g., R is a prime ring) and M is projective then either β(M ) = M or β(M ) = 0.
Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.10 (i).
Even in the Goldie torsion theory, we do not see such a dichotomy as in Corollary 3.12 for projective modules. There exists R R indecomposable (hence semicentral reduced) where 0 = Z 2 (M )
M (e.g., M = R is the trivial extension of Z 4 by Z). where C is semicentral reduced, A M is faithful, M C is uniform, and R is orthogonally finite or R R has the SSIP. Hence, R satisfies all the hypotheses of Proposition 3.13.
(i) R = T 2 (A) where A is a right uniform local ring with a nonzero nilpotent right ideal (e.g., Z p n for n > 1). By the comment after Corollary 3.5, R = Z 2 (R) = β(R). R is orthogonally finite but, in general, R R does not have the SSIP. (ii) Let M = C be a division ring and A a subring of C. By Corollary 2.4 (i), β(R) = 0. R is orthogonally finite and R R has the SSIP (see Lemma 2.2). (iii) Let C be a right Ore domain that is not a division ring, M its classical right ring of quotients, and A a subring of C. Then β(R) = A M 0 0 . R is orthogonally finite, and R R has the SSIP (see Lemma 2.2). T β is not hereditary since M C is s.Baer. Therefore, sB is not closed under essential extensions.
